
SHABBAT

Musical Mayhem
Week Seven
“Wild Thing”
by X
(Wild n Wacky)

Monday- Today we danced to the theme song for the week Wild Thing! We did wild art 
by using fly swatters to make splatter art while outside. We also played with the colorful 
parachute. Things did get a little wild as we shook the parachute fast or even lifted it 
over our heads. To finish up the day we read I Got The Rhythm by Connie Schofield-
Morrison and played shaker eggs to the song “ Know a Chicken” by Laurie Berkner. 
Tuesday- Today we played with bubbles on our patio and we also colored with chalk. 
We rocked out to the song “We Will Rock You” as we played rhythm sticks and shaker 
eggs. During our art time we used stickers to create beautiful scenes. Then it was time 
to go outside and play. To finish off the day we read Pete the Cat and went swimming.
Wednesday- Today we had a special visitor…. A turkey vulture came and sat on the hill 
right outside our classroom. He stayed there long enough for us to take his picture and 
watch him for awhile. We are lucky enough to have a large window in our room that 
allows us to see wildlife often. Today we made a special Shabbat Nerot sign for the rock 
music video we will be making with our fellow camp friends. We are ready to rock out! 
We played all sorts of musical instruments today including an accordion, snare drum, a 
cabasa, a djembe (a African hand drum) and so much more. 
Thursday- Today we made a special snack for the animals outside. We practiced our 
fine motor skills as we pulled apart bread. We enjoyed watching the birds, squirrels and 
bunnies eat our yummy treat! We also decided to get wacky and play with some of our 
art feathers. We threw them up in the air and tried to catch them as they fell. We then 
pretended to be birds flying and dancing around to room to a ”Rocking Robin”. We 
read several stories about birds also. 
Friday- Shabbat Shalom! We celebrated the best day of the week singing and dancing 
with Ms. Mary and her guitar. We lit the candles, blessed the Kiddish and ate challah 
before going outside to swim. When we came back inside the room we made dance 
streamers. We also made a special video of us singing our new favorite song “We Will 
Rock You!” We played the shaky eggs and we danced and sang. This was a fun week 
and we are looking forward to next weeks adventures. Just a reminded we will be 
closed July 30th and August 2nd. 

Have a Rocking Weekend,
Ms. Josie, Ms. Kathy, and Ms. Dekota 


